**Job Summary**

We mean it when we say that a career at Solace isn’t your average job. From implementing wireless power technology in an autonomous vehicle to developing our latest patentable concept – no two days are ever the same. Everyone at Solace contributes to pushing the limits and delivering high-quality wireless power products to the market, especially our new Quality Engineering Specialist!

If you have a knack for tracking the details, covering all the bases, and building and following processes, you may just be the new team member we are searching for!

The Quality Engineering Specialist is responsible for building a Quality Assurance and Control System, executing Solace’s prescribed quality activities, and will be directly involved in organizational quality certifications and initiatives. The specialist will also be involved in managing both internal and external qualification test programs for Solace products.

**Essential Functions**

Working directly with the Engineering and Leadership teams on a number of quality initiatives:

1. Serve as an essential member of the Quality team by contributing to the overall execution of Solace’s quality assurance and quality control initiatives.
2. Develop quality assurance standards and company processes while adhering to industry quality and safety standards.
3. Ensure Solace products meet customer expectations (and demand!)
5. Identify weaknesses or errors in processes and assist with implementing fixes.
6. Execute the day-to-day advancement of quality assurance of Solace products and services.
7. Be at the forefront of working towards quality program certification.
8. Study and understand mechanical and electrical test standards from various industries.
9. Manage internal and external regulatory electrical and mechanical test programs for solace products.

**Skills and Qualifications**

The ideal candidate will meet the following skills and qualifications:

1. Undergraduate Degree or Technical Diploma in Engineering. Experience in quality management environment or role preferred.
2. Experience in testing programs, including development and execution.
3. Minimum 3 years total quality assurance experience in a technology product company.
4. Established skills in quality system planning, developing quality processes and executing quality-related tasks.
5. Must exhibit strong documentation, organizational and analytical skills, and sharp attention to detail.
6. Experience building a quality management system or policies.
7. Strong communication skills and the ability to communicate directly with technical and business groups at all levels.
8. Creativity and expert problem-solving capabilities to resolve complex problems.
9. Must be self-motivated, be a team player, have a strong desire to learn, and be adaptable to a fast-paced, ever-changing environment.
10. Moderate-to-great skills in ping pong and an appreciation of good beer or alternative beverages are definite advantages!

Key Working Relationships

Work with Engineering and Leadership teams to execute tactics in line with overall corporate objectives.

To apply for this position, please send your resume to careers@solace.ca